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In The Big Book of Angel Tarot, best-selling authors Doreen Virtue and Radleigh Valentine follow up

their groundbreaking work Angel Tarot Cards with the definitive guide to the mystical art of tarot. By

removing the fear, worry, and secrecy from the process, Doreen and Radleigh are reintroducing the

world to this language of the Divine, without diminishing any of the amazing accuracy and detailed

information that tarot is known for.Â Â In this fascinating book, Doreen and Radleigh take you card

by card through the journey of The Dreamer in the Major Arcana, fully explaining all of the magical

symbolism found throughout tarot. Youâ€™ll understand the importance of each suit of the Minor

Arcana and its relevance to your daily life, as well as develop a firm grasp of the court cards by

getting to know each and every one as if theyâ€™re real people. Doreen and Radleigh will give you

a clear understanding of the incredible insight into your life and concerns that arises from various

card spreadsâ€”while also teaching you how to create your own!
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I bought this book for the express purpose of a companion book. The Angel Tarot deck has never

been an easy deck for me to use, I personally did not care for the art work, so I was looking forward

to this book to give it another try. I am not a professional Tarot reader, but not a beginner either. I

actually really like this book.As another reviewer mentioned, the book is basic, but for me that's the

reason I like it. This book gives you the the card name and a brief general meaning, the place of the

dreamer on his journey (major arcana), the symbolism for the card, the angel, the angel number,

and people (for the court cards), and the astrology. The book gives you the general meaning of the



minor arcana suits and numbers, general language of the Tarot, a snapshot of the Dreamer's

Journey, and much more.The quality of the book itself is really quite nice. I have not used the cards

I purchased when they first came out much, now with this book I am picking them up more and

playing with them, and I have been happy so far.If you are looking for deeper meaning to the major

arcana, I really like Tarot and the Journey of the Hero by Hajo Banzhaf. But for the Angel Tarot, I'm

liking this book just fine, it's simple and easy to use, and serves my purposes.UPDATE: 7-5-2014

The more I use this book with the cards, the more I am falling in love with it. It is very well thought

out. I had mentioned above that it is basic, but there is a wealth of information and insight within

these pages. I appreciated how they followed through with the Archangels on the different Major

Arcana cards.

This is an enjoyably larger detailed companion book to accompany your Angel Tarot Cards, which is

sold separately. Other Tarot products have been known to sell a larger companion book sold

separately from their deck. One of my favorites who did this is the Tarot Illuminati Kit. Like the

Illuminati, the Angel Tarot Deck comes with a small companion book, but when you love and enjoy a

deck so much, you want to read more about the detail, the choices and descriptions that were put

into that work. Some of us enjoy reading additional information about a particular deck we love

beyond just the small companion book that typically accompanies it.This Big Book of Angel Tarot

covers a wide variety of topics from the history of the Tarot, the spiritual history of the divination tool,

the reasoning behind changing some of the names on the Major Arcana cards in the Angel Tarot

Deck, as well as a walkthrough of spreads you can use. There is also a walkthrough of each of the

Major Arcana cards called, "The Dreamer's Journey". There is also a walkthrough of each of the

Minor Arcana cards, including the court cards, the suits, the elements, the aces, twos, threes, and

so forth. This is a big book with more detail that isn't included in the small companion book that

comes with the deck. The instructions in this are read much like a course manual for those that use

cards to read for clients or themselves.
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